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In order to create a strong, self-sufficient and independent Mamalilikulla Nation, we seek
opportunities to bring our community together and build capacity amongst members through

joint interest of our land, language, and culture

Welcome Andy Puglas

My name is Andrew Puglas Sr, I was born in
Alert Bay BC and raised in Village Island. My
Chief Name was given to me when I held my
Tlina'gila Feast in Campbell River BC, by
Arthur Dick, and was validated by numerous
Kwakwakawakw Chiefs in attendance. It was
my oldest brother Frank Puglas's wish that I
am placed in his position, I hold this
position with great pride and honour. 

Read more page 2





A WORD FROM
THE CHIEF

JOHN POWELL

Dear Mamalilikulla members:
I just want to take this opportunity to wish you
all a Happy New Year. I know for many of us this
year has already brought with it heartbreak, loss,
and illness.

This is certainly not what any of us were looking
forward to. Myself and the Council send our
sincere condolences to all our members for your
recent losses and also send positive healing
energy to any and all of you who are
experiencing other misfortunes of this persistent
virus. It is our hope that we will all get through
this predicament with the least amount of pain
and suffering and matters can get back to a
place where we can all be healthy and content
again. 

I also apologize for not being able to hold our
dinner on February 12th as planned. The current
status of this pandemic just is not conducive to
gathering safely at this time. We are looking to
begin having face-to-face engagements in
Vancouver, Victoria, Nanaimo, Campbell River,
Alert Bay, and Port Hardy in the early spring! The
main focus of those engagements will be to
gather feedback for our membership code. We
understand if you are frustrated by the delay of
this, but again being able to hold these
engagements is wholly dependent on being able
to do so safely. Unfortunately, this has not been
possible so far. We are all crossing our fingers
that the circumstances will change soon, and we
can address this crucial work on the membership
code.

If we are successful in doing the community
engagement in the early spring, we will be
prepared to amend and present the final code
about a month or so afterward. Of course, this is
again dependent on a safe environment for all of
our members.

There are so many projects that remain in limbo at this
point due to illness and our present pandemic situation.
Many processes are unfortunately stalled. Hopefully
when we do gather again in late spring we will have
better news and can provide positive updates around all
the exciting work we are attempting to achieve during
these trying times.

Thank you all for your continued support and especially
your wonderful patience. I know that we are all fatigued
by this horrid business. Mamalilikulla are strong,
resilient great people. We’ll get through this because we
have gotten through much hardship before and we are
still standing. I lift you all up and send love and virtual
hugs to you all.

Respectfully,

John Powell 
Elected Chief Councillor 



Gilakas'dawxla, Nugwaum Walas Xanasugwilukw,
Guyu'klen lax Mimkwumlis, Guyu'klen laxa Walas 
Mamalilikulla. 

I am the son of the late Moses Puglas ( Ah'tsa'ni)
and Annie Coon (Weat'du). My Grandfather was
late Tsu'natsa ( Sam Puglas), his father was
Puglas-Tlakwazi, and his mom was
Kwaxilanogwamae. Puglas  Tlakwadzi and Xil'xiid
were brothers. I am proud to say that the Puglas,
Charlie, Bell, Hanuse families are all of the same
blood. 

I am pleased to accept the Guardian Watchmen
Management position for my Home Village of
'Mimkwamlis and the Mamalilikulla First Nation. I
come with 40 plus years of knowledge of our
traditional territory. I was born a fisherman and
fished for many years. I'm also a commercial
clam digger with a clam license and for food to
take home. As fishing was no longer a good
source of income, I enrolled in college and
became a Fisheries Guardian for the Atlegay
Fisheries, then later with DMT Fisheries. I'm fully
qualified and certified to be in the position of
Guardian Watchmen Manager. I hold many
marine safety certificates and have my Mate and
SVOP with transport Canada. My most recent
employment was with the Prince of Whales as a
whale guide and First Mate. 

As for the Mamalililkulla First Nation Recent
Guardian Watchmen Manager Jake.S. We chatted
a few times in Telegraph Cove, and I was very
proud of the work he did for our people and
saddened about him leaving. As most of us know,
he also has Bloodlines with our people of
'Mimkwamlis, and I wish Jake the best. 

I am a proud bloodline Mamalilikala Chief and assure all
our people that I will look after our Traditional territory
to the fullest of my capabilities as the Guardian
Watchmen Manager. I have vast knowledge about the
history and our territories and am proud to be able to
pass this on to our future generations. 

I am a true believer in Maya'xala, respect, love, care, and
compassion, I believe all our Mamalilikulla blood should
have opportunities in life to advance, band member or
not. We cannot discriminate against each other. We must
lift each other up, give, and guide each other and bring
good health and wellness for our future. We must follow
our Kwakwakawakw laws, and remember who we are as
Mamalilikulla people, we are powerful and
knowledgeable. 

Gilakasla, 

Andy Puglas Sr. 

ANDY PUGLAS
GWP MANAGER

ANDY PUGLAS



NI'NOX̱SOLA
wise people

 
pronunciation

[ni] ('nox̱) (so) (la)

Ḵ̓A̱P̓IX'I
gather a group of people or

things together, to
 

pronunciation
(ḵ̓a̱) [p̓ix] ('i)

Ḵ̓AǤA̱MAŁA
to be careful

 
pronunciation

[ḵ̓a] (ǥa̱) (ma) (ła)

ŁOKW̕IMAS
strong

 
pronunciation
[ło} (kw̕i) (mas)

WORD OF THE MONTH



ABORIGINAL STORYTELLING MONTH
“It breaks down stereotypes. People learn about Indigenous
history, and our values, our humour, our relationship to the
land,” he said. “So I think everybody should go.”

Rhonda Donais:
— community coordinator with Regina Public Schools
“Storytelling is one of the most powerful means. Stories
influence, they teach, and they inspire … it conveys culture
and history, and it unites people.”

With her experience working with children, most of Donais’
stories are aimed toward a younger audience. She lauded
Aboriginal Storytelling Month as a way to connect with young
people and share parts of her culture and history with them.

Donais, who also works with children through the YWCA, said
kids are the most receptive and impressionable listeners.
Having always come back to working with kids throughout
her career, she said children always take great delight in the
animated way she tells those traditional stories drawn from
her own life and experience.

“You can really plan with their imaginations. You can make
them laugh … I really enjoy the little guys,” Donais said.

Dickie Yuzicapi:
— traditional knowledge keeper, chef and owner of the Sioux
Chef Catering Company
“The older generation were our teachers. We never wrote
anything down. Everything was oral history, from one
generation to the next. So that’s how all the stories were
taught.”

All the stories Yuzicapi knows and shares, he learned from
his great-grandparents. They raised him as a young boy, and
as Yuzicapi puts it, he was the one they shared every little bit
of information with. While he often translates his stories into
English to make them more accessible for schoolchildren, he
said storytelling is a great way of keeping his knowledge and
culture alive.

Yuzicapi also said he would never write any of his stories
down — his late great-grandfather asked him not to. But he
takes part in as much storytelling as he can, to ensure those
stories continue to reach new and eager ears.

“By people doing this from different perspectives, you get a
total package of what it means to be telling stories and
sharing the cultures,” Yuzicapi said. “It’s sharing from every
perspective, so when you’re telling stories … you’re sharing
everything.”

By: Matt Olson
The telling and sharing of stories is a deeply rooted tradition for
many Indigenous peoples in the province and across Canada.
Normally, storytellers involved in the month and who are
involved with Library Services for Saskatchewan Aboriginal
Peoples would host events or go into schools and classrooms.
Due to COVID-19, the sessions this year will take place over
video calls.

The StarPhoenix spoke with five people involved with Aboriginal
Storytelling Month to share their perspectives on the cultural
and historical importance of telling these tales.

Randy Morin:
— assistant professor in Indigenous Studies, University of
Saskatchewan

“We need space. We need our own time to tell our stories so
that people will listen. I think it’s very important to have a
month.”

Morin, who said he’d much rather listen to elders tell stories
than go to a movie, emphasized that having the recognized time
and space for Aboriginal Storytelling Month is a crucial part of
reconciliation.

Morin, who will tell some of his stories during a web session in
February, said “everybody who has ears” should come out to
listen.

FEBRUARY IS ABORIGINAL STORYTELLING
MONTH IN SASKATCHEWAN — AND

STORYTELLERS FROM ALL WALKS OF LIFE ARE
SHARING PIECES OF THEIR HISTORY.

https://thestarphoenix.com/entertainment/local-arts/storytellers-
share-diverse-perspectives-during-aboriginal-storytelling-month

Jessica Generoux is a librarian with the Saskatchewan Indigenous Cultural
Centre. The SICC team is running storytelling programs during Aboriginal
Storytelling Month that will be conducted in traditional languages rather

than English. PHOTO BY MICHELLE BERG /Saskatoon StarPhoenix

I HOPE TO ENCOURAGE MEMBERS TO SHARE THEIR STORIES! I WOULD LOVE TO ADD YOUR STORY
TO OUR MONTHLY NEWSLETTER. PLEASE GET IN TOUCH WITH TWYLA AT

COMMUNICATIONS@MAMALILIKULLA.CA

https://thestarphoenix.com/life/bridges/a-feast-of-culture-first-nations-cuisine-on-the-rise
https://thestarphoenix.com/author/maolsonpostmedia/
https://thestarphoenix.com/entertainment/local-arts/indigenous-women-at-the-heart-of-video-project-called-kohkom


KDC will NOT assit with
at home test results












